**Stake Land**

A hard-boiled novel by Joe R. Lansdale, this Texas-based crime drama follows a Texas family's road trip from Chicago to a remote town in the Texas panhandle. It leads to this formally explosive collage of eventful conversations, joyous and sorrowful moments of the Texas family and their journey to a dark fate. 

Oct 7•8•9

**Falling Towers**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Nov 14

**Cold in July**

Directed by Jim Mickle; cast: Sam Rockwell, Quinton义

Oct 2•3

**What We Are**

A memoir of his early years as a gay man, focusing on his family and his growing understanding of his sexuality. 

Nov 16•17•18

**Rocks in My Pockets**

A look at the lives of farmers and ranchers in their 20s, who are struggling to find their own paths in the post-farm crisis. 

Sept 20•21•22

**Rocks**

A pulpy neo-noir, directed by Brian Knappenberger. A Texas rancher (Sam Rockwell) is hired to kill his millionaire boss (Martin Sheen). 

Oct 29•30•31

**Everything Old is New Again**

A look at the lives of farmers and ranchers in their 20s, who are struggling to find their own paths in the post-farm crisis. 

Sept 20•21•22

**The Playlist**

Directed by Michel Gondry; cast: Romain Duris, Audrey Tautou. A pop star (Romain Duris) has a long-time fan, a 12-year-old girl (Audrey Tautou). The fan has been a musicaholic all her life, and she is obsessed with Duris. 

Oct 8•10

**Chronicles**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Nov 14

**500 Miles**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Oct 25

**Burning Bush**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Nov 14

**Transmission**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Nov 14

**Are tourists destroying Paris?**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Oct 25

**Looking for Adventure**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Oct 25

**Are tourists destroying Paris?**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Oct 25

**I'm Not Okay**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Oct 25

**Looking for Adventure**

Directed by Paul Verhoeven; cast: Peter Weller, Nancy Allen. A U.S. Air Force colonel (Peter Weller) orders an intense psychological operation against a young man who killed his parents. The colonel's methods prove to be controversial because they include torture and discomfiture. 

Oct 25